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where fr represents the dimension of the vector space, Dfr is
the domain of the distribution, the learning set consists of all
data vectors x,  -  (x j t ,  .  . . ,x i t ) ,  |  < i  I  h,  or  to opare scale
parameters that control the size of the sphere of influence and
would be set to smaller values for larger n, and Wl to Wp are
Parzen type univariate kernels. Meisel [5] set up the prin-

ciples of how to use this estimator to perform both classifica-
tion and mapping. Once the estimator is built, the predictions
are generated via the well-known Bayes' Theorem. The real
progress in implementing this paradigm has been made by
Specht [6] who noticed that the associated computer algo-
rithm may be split into a large number of simple separate
procedures which can be run in parallel, a typical character-
istic of a neural network. Specht built it and named it
Probabilistic l{eural l{etwork in recognition for its theoret-
ical roots. The so-called basic PNN corresponds to the
part icular case whero oq -  o2:  ok:o and W1--
Wz: . . .  -  Wt :W. ln  tha t  case,  Eq.  I  reduces  to

1 n k

s(r): +| nwlt::l ln o " ] i : i  L  o  r  ( 2 )

x  -  ( , r r  . . . . . x 1 \  e  D k  c  f i *  -  ( - o o . + o o ) 1 .

Obviously, the value of the scaling parameters resulting from
the training of the PNN based on Eq. I will be more efficient
than the one generated by the PNN based on Eq. 2. From the

computational point of view, Eq,.2 is by far simpler and more
manageable. Suppose we are interested in building a basic

PNN model to map xp &s function of x1, x2, . . . , xk- t. The

value of the sphere of influence parameter o identified during
the learning phase will differ from the ideal one by a multi-
plication factor. One may compensate for this difference by
including as part of the model a convenient linear correction
based on the training errors, altogether obtaining a better

model. Note that such an approach is valid only for one

variable mapping purposes. From all available Parzen type
kernels the most convenient choice is the Gaussian kernel
WcQ) : (2n)-t12 exp(-t2 l2), t e l)l : (-rc, +oo). For this
kernel the influence of a sample point is steadily carried over

a modest range and then smoothly tapers off and practically

becomes zero after some distance. The effect is preventing

sample points from exerting distant influences. The PNN

architecture follows very precise rules. For instance, all
PNNs based on Eq. 2 bullt to map xp ds function of x1,
x2, . . . ,  xk-1 wi l l  have k -  I  neurons in the input layer,  n
neurons in the first hidden layer, k - | neurons in the second
hidden layer (summation layer), and 1 neuron in the output
layer. The activation functions are de facto conditional
statistical estimators associated with the training population,

and the only parameter subject to training is the sphere of
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influence parameter o. This explains why the learning phase

of the PNN involves only one pass through the training data.

At the level of the summation layer two quantities may be

computed: the Bayesian estimate of the variable subject to

mapping and its conesponding probability using the well-

known Bayes Theorem. For the mapping problem, the

estimate is simply handled to the output neuron. The asso-

ciated probability is the key of using the PNN for classifica-

tion purposes. The principle is very simple. Let A and B be

two disjoint classes whose members are characterrzedby two

unknown and distinct relationships xr :.ft(xr xp-t ) for

class A, andx1, : h@t xro-) for class B. The problem is

to classify a new individual to one ofthe two classes knowing

only the values coffesponding to the input variables in the

two relationships. The solution involves two steps. The first

one is to build for each of the two classes independent PNNs

mapping x4 as function ofxl , x2, . . . , xk- r and trained on pre-

specified subsets of cases known as belonging to that parti-

cular class. The second step is to use the two trained networks

to perform the classification. For this purpose the input values

coffesponding to xr, x2, . . . , xk- 1 are fed into both of them.

The new case is classified to the class corresponding to the

model generating the highest probability for the Bayesian

estimate of the output variable xp. The particular value of that

estimate does not play any role in the classification process.

The same principle is valid for more than two classes. A

detailed description of the PNN computer algorithms is given

by Masters [7]. For each of the model variables, a combina-

tion consisting of Z-transform and hyperbolic tangent func-

tions was used for pre-processing purposes. The Z-ttansform

moves the system of coordinates into the centroid of the

training population and conveniently groups the data around

it. The hyperbolic tangent is then compressing everything

into (-1,1). This allows the PNN to take advantage and

properly learn from extreme values and take care of possible

outliers. The simplest way ofjudging a PNN's generalization
performance is handled through external validation. See [8]
and [9] for practical examples of PNN-type QSAR models

based exclusively on molecular structure.

4 Results and Discussion

All models reported on here are based on the same groupings

of compounds in the training and the external test sets as used

by the best models identified by van Helden et al.lll and So

et al. [2]. This allows proper comparison of the results. The

discussion involves two external test sets. The first, Test-vH,

consists of the compounds labeled 44,45,47 to 51 and 53 to

56 in the van Helden et al.[ 1] data set. Compounds 46 and52

were discarded by van Helden et al. (and termed " structural

outliers") for the reason that their structural peculiarities

were not properly represented by the structures of the

compounds in the training set and the combination of input

variables resulting from the Genetic Function Approxima-
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